Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies
Graduate Courses - Spring 2013

Students may contact CLACS Associate Director Matt Van Hoose (mjvanhoo@indiana.edu) to request approval for courses with significant Latin American and/or Caribbean content that do not appear here. This list is preliminary and subject to change, so please check back frequently for updates.

Latin American Studies (LTAM)

**LTAM-L 526** SPEC TPCS LATIN AM & CARIB ST (4 CR)
VT: GENDER IN LATIN AMERICAN HIST
28037 03:35P-05:30P  M  BH 141  Diaz A

**LTAM-C 502** ELEMENTARY HAITIAN CREOLE II (3 CR)
24315 RSTR 10:10A-11:00A  MTWR  BH 222  Tezil D
C 502 : P - LTAM-C 501 or equivalent proficiency

**LTAM-M 502** ELEMENTARY YUCATEC MAYA II (3 CR)
22601 01:25P-02:55P  MW  KH 212  Castaneda Q
Above class open to graduates only
M 502 : P - LTAM-M 501 or equivalent proficiency.

**LTAM-L 527** LATIN AM & CARIBBEAN LANGUAGES (3 CR)
VT: INTERMEDIATE HAITIAN CREOLE II
26011 11:15A-12:30P  TR  WH 112  Tezil D
L 527 : P - Elementary Haitian Creole I and II AND
Intermediate Haitian Creole I, or equivalent proficiency

**LTAM-L 527** LATIN AM & CARIBBEAN LANGUAGES (3 CR)
VT: INTERMEDIATE YUCATEC MAYA II
26012 03:35P-04:50P  TR  BH 209  Castaneda Q
L 527 : P - Elementary Yucatec Maya I and II AND
Intermediate Yucatec Maya I, or equivalent proficiency

**LTAM-Q 502** ELEMENTARY QUECHUA II (3 CR)
22643 05:45P-07:15P  TR  JH A107  Jansasoy F
Q 502 : P - LTAM-Q 101 or LTAM-Q 501 or equivalent proficiency

**LTAM-Q 602** INTERMEDIATE QUECHUA II (3 CR)
22845 ARR ARR ARR  Jansasoy F
Q 602 : P - Elementary Quechua I and II AND Intermediate Quechua I, or equivalent proficiency

**LTAM-L 727** LATIN AMERICN & CARIBBEAN LANG (3 CR)
VT: ADVANCED YUCATEC MAYA II
24322 PERM ARR ARR ARR  Castaneda Q
VT: ADVANCED LANGUAGES
28578 PERM ARR ARR ARR  Greene L

**LTAM-L 803** INDIV READING IN LAT AM STDS (1-6 CR)
18278 PERM ARR ARR ARR  Greene L
30854 PERM ARR ARR ARR  Greene L
24323 PERM ARR ARR ARR  Greene L
American Studies (AMST)

AMST-G 620  COLLOQUIUM IN AMERICAN STUDIES (3 CR)
VT: MODERNITY AND MODERNIZATION
   28259  04:00P-06:30P  W  BH 141  Acosta A
   TOPIC: Women, Gender and Migration-America

AMST-G 751  SEMINAR IN AMERICAN STUDIES (4 CR)
   26599  05:30P-08:30P  W  ARR  Seigel M
   TOPIC: Critical Carceral Studies: Fresh Perspectives on
   Crime and Punishment
   Above class open to graduates only

Anthropology (ANTH)

ANTH-E 603  MODERNITIES:TIME/SPACE/IDENTITY (3 CR)
   30276  04:00P-06:15P  T  WH 204  Greene L

ANTH-E 626  COFFEE CULTURE, PRODUCTN&MKT'S (3 CR)
   30303  11:15A-12:30P  TR  SB 220  Tucker C

ANTH-E 674  ANTHROPOLOGY OF HUMAN RIGHTS (3 CR)
   30312  02:30P-03:45P  MW  SB 138  Sterling M

Education (EDUC)

EDUC-H 560  EDUCATN & CHANGE IN SOCIETIES (3 CR)
   32888  09:30A-12:15P  TR  ARR  Levinson B
   Above class meets second eight weeks only

EDUC-L 599  MASTRS THES:LIT,CLTR&LANG EDUC (3 CR)
   16727 PERM  04:00P-06:45P  M  ED 1084  Coronel-Molina
   TOPIC: Early Inquiry Exp: LCLE EDUC
   Above class meets with EDUC-L 630

EDUC-L 630  TOPICS LIT,CULTURE & LANG EDUC (3 CR)
VT: ETHNOGRAPHIC PERSPECTV IN LCLE
   26739  04:00P-06:45P  M  ED 1084  Coronel-Molina
   TOPIC: Ethnographic Perspective in Literacy, Culture and
   Language Education
   Above class meets with EDUC-L 599
EDUC-L 630  TOPICS LIT,CULTURE & LANG EDUC (3 CR)
28308  04:00P-06:45P  W  ED 3017  Coronel-Molina
   TOPIC : Language Policy and Planning from Local and Global Perspectives
   Above class meets with EDUC-L 750

EDUC-L 750  RSCH SEM IN LIT,CLTR&LANG EDUC (3 CR)
28309  04:00P-06:45P  W  ED 3017  Coronel-Molina
   TOPIC : Language Policy and Planning from Local and Global Perspectives
   Above class meets with EDUC-L 630

Folklore (FOLK)

FOLK-F 638  LATIN AMER FOLKLORE/FOLK MUSIC (3 CR)
VT: SOUTH AMER PERE & CULTURE
22796 PERM  07:00P-09:30P  W  FY 100  Leon J
   TOPIC : South American Performance & Culture: South America Protest Music

FOLK-F 755  FOLKLORE, CULTURE AND SOCIETY (3 CR)
VT: PERFORMING NATIONALISM
28311  05:45P-08:00P  W  SB 231  Stoeltje B

FOLK-F 722  COLLOQ IN THEORET FLK/ETHNOMUS (3 CR)
VT: MUSIC, (IM)MIGRATION, DIASPORA
27537  01:00P-03:30P  R  FY 100  Reed D

Geography (GEOG)

GEOG-G 578  GLOBL CHANGE,FOOD&FARMING SYST (3 CR)
30352 PERM  02:30P-05:00P  T  SB 005  Roy Chowdhury R
   Above class requires permission of instructor
   Above class meets with GEOG-G 478

Graduate (GRAD)

GRAD-I 705  MULTIDISC GRD SEM-HUMAN RIGHTS (3 CR)
28220  09:00A-11:15A  F  HD TBA  Ochoa C

Spanish & Portuguese (HISP)

HISP-P 567  CONTEMPORARY PORTUGUESE LIT (3 CR)
30593  04:00P-05:15P  TR  BH 231  Vieira E
   Above class open to graduates only
   Above class meets with HISP-P 467 and HISP-P 498

HISP-P 751  SEMINAR-BRAZILIAN LITERATURE (2-4 CR)
30599 PERM  04:00P-06:30P  W  WH 205  Sadlier D
TOPIC: The African-Brazilian Experience
Above class open to graduates only
Above class requires permission of Department

**HISP-P 803** INDIV READ PORT/BRAZILIAN LIT (1-6 CR)
17561 PERM ARR ARR ARR Sadlier D

**HISP-S 509** SPANISH PHONOLOGY (3 CR)
30745 RSTR 02:30P-03:45P TR BH 108 Willis E

**HISP-S 588** U.S. LATINO LITERATURE (3 CR)
30753 RSTR 09:30A-10:45A MW BH 235 Birkenmaier A

**HISP-S 611** ADVANCED SPANISH SYNTAX (3 CR)
30757 RSTR 01:00P-02:15P TR WH 204 Clements J

**HISP-S 612** TOP LING: VARIATION & LANG CONT (3 CR)
VT: CUR ISSUES PRAGM & SOCLING VARI
30760 RSTR 11:15A-12:30P TR WH 204 Felix-Brasdefer

**HISP-S 668** TPC: 19th & 20th-CENT SPAN AMER LIT (3 CR)
30037 RSTR 05:30P-08:00P T WH 205 Mejias-Lopez A

**HISP-S 708** SEMINAR IN HISPANIC STUDIES (3 CR)
30044 RSTR 04:00P-06:30P M WH 205 Myers K

**HISP-S 803** INDIV READ SP OR SP AM LIT/LAN (1-6 CR)
17646 PERM ARR ARR ARR Dove P

History (HIST)

**HIST-H 665** COLLOQ LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY (4 CR)
27693 RSTR 03:35P-05:30P M BH 141 Diaz A

Latino Studies (LATS)

**LATS-L 601** COLLOQUIUM IN LATINO STUDIES (3 CR)
28331 04:00P-06:30P W BH 141 Acosta A

**LATS-L 599** INDIV READGS IN LATINO STUDIES (1-4 CR)
24580 PERM ARR ARR ARR Nieto-Phillips

Above class requires permission of Department
Political Science (POLS)

**POLS-Y 657 COMPARATIVE POLITICS (3 CR)**
VT: COMPARATIVE DEMOCRATIZATION
31040 PERM 02:30P-04:30P R WH 218 Bielasiak J

School of Library and Information Sciences (SLIS)

**SLIS-S 542 INTL INFORMATION ISSUES (3 CR)**
26037 RSTR 09:30A-12:15P R LI 036 Fichman P

Public and Environmental Affairs (SPEA)

**SPEA-V 534 NGO MGMT IN COMP PERSPECTIVE (3 CR)**
27764 04:00P-05:15P TR PV 276 Brass J
Above class meets with SPEA-V 450

**SPEA-V 550 TOPICS IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS (3 CR)**
VT: GLOBAL GOVERNANCE IN 21ST CENT
24634 02:30P-03:45P TR SY 103 Afoaku O

**SPEA-V 578 INTRO COMPARATIVE & INTL AFF (3 CR)**
32524 01:00P-02:15P MW PV 163 Reuveny R